
The History of a Home:  There can Be Many Blessings and surprises if You have Faith 

(reads better at http://www.kuzmich4.com/Facebook/History%20of%20a%20Home.pdf) 

A home or house can be a gateway to interesting historical and genealogical facts. There are many online 

resources available for tracing the history of a home, such as learning about previous owners, geography 

and maps, property and architectural facts, and more. A great place to get started is this article from 

IPL.org, which has links to many online resources about home history and how to research it. (See all tips.) 

Common Structural Types Of Houses 

• Single-Family Homes. Single-family homes are freestanding residential buildings. ... 

• Semi-Detached Home. A semi-detached home is a single-family dwelling that shares one common 
wall. ... 

• Multifamily Homes. ... 

• Townhomes. ... 

• Apartments. ... 

• Condominiums (Condos) ... 

• Co-Ops. ... 

• Tiny Home. 
 

How To Find Out The History of Your House 

If only walls could talk. For those curious to find out the history of their house, we don’t blame you. Whether 

it’s a one-hundred-year-old farmhouse, a Victorian beauty or a contemporary new build, every house has a 

history (though, some are more interesting than others). Not only can finding a house’s history make you 

better appreciate its quirks and charm, but it can also be helpful for preservation purposes. Fortunately, 

with the help of the internet, there are many ways to investigate the history of a house. Below are 12 step-

by-step ways to find out the history of your home at https://www.moving.com/tips/find-out-the-history-of-a-

house/ 

   

Closing Comments:  My International Successes! 

Internationally, finding out the houses of your ancestors can also be important.  In my case, I wrote to the 

Registrar of Novo Mesto, Slovenia during the Cold War with the Soviet Union in 1980 and 1981. I wrote the 

very same letter three times. To my pleasant surprise over a year later, I received a response from the 

same registrar with a letter with the genealogy of my great-grandfather’s house with multiple houses and 

generations listed.  Below are the official letter from the registrar and the actual genealogy of my great-

grandfather’s house with information about surnames, birth, marriage and death dates plus relationships 

and comments.  Subsequently, I did receive several additional letters for genealogy for other houses which 

helped boost my faith in doing genealogy beyond reality and my expectations which is “The Spirit of Elijah.” 
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